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Abstract:- The smart city is the goal of Government of India to develop more and more cities to be smart and enable economic 

growth to improve the life of the people by local development. According to the analysis by the authors it can be analyzed that by 

the use of recent technologies we can make life of a citizen better. The concept of smart city can be implemented in any city being 

a smart city, it can be a safety measure to prevent various difficulties faced by the local people. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In early year two thirds world population reside in cities areas focus the culture ,arts ,  technology and education Cities are being 

mobilize technologically and cities make free from global warming and use the sun energy beneficial form. Main motive to make 

people lifer easy those who lives in cities convert the cities into smart cities including various technology like using IOT. A smart 

city is an urban area that use different types of electronic , internet of things (IOT) sensor to collect data and the use insight gained 

from the data to manage assets resource and service efficiently. A smart city is defined as the ability to integrate multiple Technologies 

Solution in secure Fashion to manage the cities assets. The goal of building a smart cities is to improve the quality of life by using 

technology to improve the efficiency of services and meet resident’s needs. Many more things which are including in the smart city 

are The concept of blue road, Smart Dustbin , Smart Street light , Water dispensary , Smoke absorber ,Solar panel etc. 

 . 

 2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Before developing a city to be a smart city there are so many problem in city which the people are suffer those live in city areas. 

1. There are many pollution rays because of vehicles and the atmosphere is not clean a global warming increases day by day 

2. Because of garbage the dustbin are present in cities but people are not throw the garbage in the dustbin if does not want to open 

dustbin to throw the garbage 3. Health hazards due to contaminated drinking water 

4. Wastages of electrical energy due to consumption of excess street light 

But in smart city the problem are solves in various ways…. 

3. COMPONENT USED 
• Smart Dustbin:- 

Ultra sonic sensor, Arduino UNO 

                R3,Breadbord , Jumper wire • Smart Streetlight:- 

                Ultrasonic Sensor, Arduino UNO R3,Breadbord , Jumper wire, Register ,LDR. 

• Smoke Absorber:- 

                Fan , General DC motor 

4. DESCRIPTION 

1. Concept of using Blue roads 
Blue road are beneficial for people who live in the  cities because when we use black road the light which  comes from Sun gets 

absorbed because of black color  by which the temperature level keeps on rising. The  cities become warmer and warmer in 

summers which  ultimately effects our environment, it also increases  the global warming. 

If we use the concept of blue roads they do not absorb  the sunlight but it reflects the Sun radiations by which  the cities become 

cool , it also reduces global  warming. The people can survive their life in better  ways. “ At first the concept of blue roads was  

developed in Qatar to reduce the temperature of the  asphalt by 15-20 degree Celsius .The 1mm blue  coating has special heat 

reflecting pigment.” 
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4.2 Smart Dustbin 
The use of smart dustbin in cities make a clean  environment . The garbage around the garbage bins  can contaminate the area, 

producing lot of health  hazards. According to Government of India Swatch  Bharat scheme we can communicate the message that  

the bin needs to be cleaned. The garbage can effect the  human health as well as animals. The dustbin use the  ultrasonic sensor to 

sense near about dustbin at a given  range , after sensing the dustbin box gets open and  after putting the garbage it closes itself 

which will  reduce flies and mosquito to contaminate. It also  makes the surroundings free from bad smell. 

4.3 Smart street light 
Every city has a very vast length of roads within  cities, towns and village. 30 to 40% of energy used in street light.So we use 

Smart street  lighting system for the conservation of energy . We  use ultrasonic sensor , when any vehicles pass from the  road 

then it detect it and the lights are on. We can  change the distance of light it is depend upon the  usage. When the vehicles are 

passed by the road then  the lights are automatically turned off. We have used  LDR sensor by which light are not in on state at 

day ,they are open only at night. 

4.4 Smoke Absorber:- 
A smoke absorber is a mechanical device in  which the fan is used to absorb the harmful smoke  from factories & outside area. 

Basically the work of  smoke absorber is to observe smoke and release in the  forest area , in the forest the plant and tree access 

the  CO2 etc gas which is useful for plant and tree, and  tree are release the O2 gas which is beneficial for the  people which are 

live in the cities and the increase the  level of O2 in the smart cities . and the purpose of  using smoke absorber to be environment 

clean and  decreases the global warming and ozone layer  depletion and people are being healthy environment. 

4.5 Water Dispensary:- 
In smart cities we have to use a water tank which  give a clean water to the people so the people have not facing any type of 

problem related to water .At some  time the water are not come in cities then that situation  the water dispensary is use full for 

people in smart  cities the will come and take water from that water  dispensary .In that dispensary the water should be  clean and 

cool if any time the electricity was not come  then water will be cool in long time . 

4.6 Solar Panel 
We have used the solar panel in cities because by  the help of solar panel we can consume light easily at  low cost. We use LDR 

sensor by the light was not on  in day time it will only charge and consume the light.  Main purpose was to use solar panel in cities 

building  are very near and the space between the building the  sunlight was not passed in the aisle so with help of  solar panel we 

transform the light in aisle so there is  no difficulty to people to move here and there. 

5. FUTURE WORK: 

The work will continue by doing research work,  publishing papers on smart cities. We can develop  Smart Health Care ,Smart 

Homes, Smart Grid, Smart  parking , temperature monitoring system, Smart foods,  wireless electric supply etc. by using IOT 

internet of  things concept. 
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7. Conclusion: 
The main goal of making smart city is to connect the people in upcoming smart technology and being a smart person and make a 

environment clean and consume the time of people and save the resources which are use in future and our coming generation will 

also use that resources . In smart city if we implement all which above study properly and effectively then citizen have better life 

and India have there better future. 
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 THE BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE ACTUAL PROJECT “THE SMART CITY” DEVELOPED BY OUR TEAM 
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